The paper is devoted to the investigation of the trans-effect of a heteroatom Z in substituted alkanes and alkenes revealing itself as non-equivalence of the cis-and trans-arranged C b ±C g (or C b ±H) bonds with respect to the Z±C a bond. To this end, we invoke the power series for the bond order matrix obtained previously in terms of submatrices describing the direct (throughspace) and indirect (through-bond) interorbital interactions (V. Gineityte, J. Mol. Struct. (Theochem) 343 (1995) 183; 364 (1996) 85; 434 (1998) 43). The expressions for the third order corrections to occupation numbers are additionally derived that are absent in the previous contributions but necessary for the investigation of the trans-effect. Two additive components are revealed within the trans-effect, namely the inter-bond charge transfer and the induced dipole moment of the C b ±C g (or C b ±H) bond under the in¯uence of the Z±C a bond. These components and thereby the whole effect are expressed and interpreted in terms of through-space and through-bond interactions of bond orbitals. Comparison of the trans-effect of heteroatom to the inductive effect also is carried out. q
Introduction
Analysis of the IR and NMR spectra of numerous substituted alkanes and alkenes [1±4] indicates a nonequivalence of the cis-and trans-C b ±C g (or C b ±H) bonds with respect to the Z±C a bond (Z stands here for a heteroatom (substituent)). Moreover, a predominant in¯uence of the heteroatom upon the transarranged bonds, usually referred to as the trans-effect, has been established.
The dependence of the strength of the heteroatom in¯uence on the spatial arrangement of the involved bonds has been supported also by different populations of orbitals of the C g (H) atoms in the cis-and trans-arranged C b ±C g (or C b ±H) bonds following from quantum-chemical calculations of electronic structures of substituted hydrocarbons [5±7] .
Non-equivalence of the cis-and trans-C b ±C g (or C b ±H) bonds in substituted hydrocarbons is expected to yield some signi®cant chemical consequences. In particular, the trans-effect of heteroatom is assumed to determine the stereochemistry of the b-elimination reaction [8] . The predominant trans b-elimination reported for numerous compounds [9±12] serves to support the above expectation.
Theoretical studies of the nature of trans-effect have been carried out in Refs. [5,13±15] . To this end, the extents of the intramolecular charge transfer between the Z±C a and C b ±C g (or C b ±H) bonds have been compared for the cases of their cis-and transarrangements.
Special approaches orientated mostly towards investigation of the very trans-effect have been developed and applied in Refs. [5, 13, 14] . In the starting contribution [5] , the so-called generalized principle of the maximum overlap [16] has been adapted for the investigation of the trans-effect. Alternatively, certain topological matrices (adjacency matrices of certain graphs) re¯ecting the overlap topology of bond orbitals (BOs) of s±electron systems (subsystems) of substituted hydrocarbons have been proposed and applied in Refs. [13, 14] .
The results of these investigations showed that different signs of overlap integrals and thereby of resonance parameters between BOs of the cis-and trans-arranged pairs of vicinal bonds play the principal role in the formation of the trans-effect. It should be mentioned in this context that the absolute values of these overlap integrals were established to fall close together [5,13±15] . Furthermore, similarity of manifestation of the trans-effect in substituted alkanes and alkenes has been supported [13, 14] , and s±electron subsystems were established to be entirely responsible for the effect in the latter case.
In Ref. [15] , the origin of the trans-effect of heteroatom has been studied from a more general point of view. To this end, the perturbation theory (PT) for the one-electron density matrix (DM) [17] has been applied. Elements of the DM have been expressed in this PT directly in terms of elements of the initial one-electron Hamiltonian matrix. General nature of this approach may be illustrated by its successful application also to the heteroatom in¯u-ence upon the nearest (C a ±C b ) bonds in saturated molecules [18±20] .
The results of Ref. [15] supported the principal role of signs of overlap integrals between BOs of vicinal bonds in the formation of the trans-effect. Moreover, application of the PT of Ref. [17] allowed us to reveal some common features of the inductive and of the trans-effect of heteroatom. In particular, certain fragment of molecule and not the whole system proved to be responsible for the emergence of the trans-effect as it was the case with the inductive effect [18±20]. On the whole, consideration of the trans-effect in the general context of the heteroatom in¯uence in substituted hydrocarbons proved to be a fruitful approach.
Further development of the PT for the one-electron DM [21] allowed the bond order matrix P to be expressed in terms of two principal submatrices G (1) and G (2) , describing the direct (through-space) and indirect (through-bond) interactions of BOs, respectively. This new form of the power series for the matrix P offered additional possibilities for interpretation of particular elements of the DM.
Application of the PT developed in Refs. [21, 22] for investigation of the inductive effect [23, 24] showed that the in¯uence of heteroatom upon its nearest environment may be described by second order terms of the power series for occupation numbers and consists of two additive components, viz. of the interbond charge transfer and of the secondary polarization of the C±C(C±H) bonds. Moreover, each of these components has been related to de®nite type of direct and/or indirect interactions of BOs. In particular, the induced dipole moments of C±C(C±H) bonds have been expressed as differences in the indirect interactions between the two BOs of the given bond before and after substitution [24] .
In this paper we are about to apply the approach of Refs.
[21±24] for investigation of the trans-effect of heteroatom. The main problems arising in this ®eld are as follows: What are the additive components of the trans-effect? Do they resemble those of the inductive effect? Is it possible to interpret these components and thereby the trans-effect itself in terms of direct (through-space) and indirect (through-bond) interactions of BOs? What is the role of signs of overlap integrals between BOs of Z±C a and C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds in such a new interpretation of the trans-effect? It is precisely the solution of these problems that this paper is aimed at.
In Section 2 of the paper we intend to show that the second order terms of the power series for the oneelectron DM [21, 22] are not suf®cient when studying the trans-effect. In this connection, the expressions for the third order contributions to occupation numbers of basis orbitals will be additionally derived. Particular additive components of the trans-effect will be analyzed in Sections 3 and 4.
The expressions for populations of basis orbitals of the C±C(C±H) bonds in heteroatom-containing molecules
The power series for the one-electron DM (bond order matrix) developed in Ref. [21] refers to the basis of BOs, a precise de®nition which was not required when deriving the general expressions for separate terms of this series. To obtain the occupation numbers of sp 3 -hybrid AOs of carbon atoms and 1s H AOs of hydrogen atoms in alkanes [22] and their derivatives [24] [21±24] to within the second order terms inclusive. The third order terms of the power series for the matrix P represented in the basis of BOs also may be obtained as described in Ref. [21] . To this end, a third order analogue of matrices G (1) and G (2) , viz. the matrix G (3) describing the indirect interactions of BOs by means of two mediators, should be introduced. Transformation of terms of this power series into the basis of HAOs also meets no dif®culties [22, 24] . Let the HAOs and 1s H AOs of a substituted alkane (alkene) containing N bonds to be enumerated as shown in Fig. 1 (For the sake of simplicity, the heteroatom Z is represented by a single HAO x 1 directed along the Z±C a bond). Then the occupation numbers of HAOs x i and x N1i i ± 1 referring to C±C(C±H) bonds may be expressed as follows:
where the subscripts (2) and (3) denote the second and the third order increments, respectively, and I stands for the bond the orbitals x i and x N1i belong to. The upper signs of the right-hand side of Eq. (1) refer to the HAO x i , whereas the lower ones correspond to x N1i .
Let us consider the terms of Eq. (1) separately. The only zero order term equal to 1 represents the initial occupation number of an isolated orbital. The second order term 1=2DX 2I describes a half of the total population of the Ith bond lost (acquired) by this bond owing to the interbond charge transfer [24] . This term may be represented as a sum of contributions DX (2)I(J) , each of them associated with certain (Jth) bond that plays the role of an acceptor (donor) of the lost (acquired) population. The total population alteration DX (2)I takes the form
where the subscript j embraces the two BOs of the Jth bond, viz. the bonding BOw (1)j and the antibonding BOw (2)j . The notation G (1)ij stands for an element of the matrix G (1) [21] describing the direct (throughspace) interaction between the bonding BO (BBO) w (1)i of the Ith bond and the antibonding BO(ABO) w (2)j of the Jth bond. As in Ref. [24] , let us introduce the following notations for resonance parameters between various types of BOs, the latter being indicated within the bra-and ket-vectors, viz.
R ij kw 1i uĤuw 2j l;
and note that S ij S ji ; Q ij Q ji but R ij ± R ji : Then the element G (1)ij takes the form
where the denominator of Eq. (4) contains the difference in one-electron energies of BOs w (1)i and w (2)j . Let us turn again to Eq. (2). It is seen that the 
where G (2) ii is the diagonal element of the second order matrix G (2) [21] representing the indirect (through-bond) interactions of BOs. For further convenience, any element G (2)ij is given below in Eq. (6) (5) and (6) it may be easily seen that the induced dipole moment p (2)I is determined by the indirect interaction of BOs w (1)i and w (2)i of the Ith bond by means of BBOs and/or ABOs of other bonds. Constitution of Eq. (6) shows that the dipole moment p (2)I also may be presented as a sum of particular increments p (2)I(J) , where
It is seen that this increment also depends on the mutual arrangement of the Ith and Jth bonds only. It should be noted here that the corrections DX (2)I and p (2)I de®ned by Eqs. (2) and (5) have been successfully applied for investigation of the inductive effect [23, 24] : These corrections described the additive components of the heteroatom in¯uence upon the nearest (C a ±C b ) bonds.
Before turning to the third order increments of Eq. (1), let us compare the corrections DX (2)I and p (2)I for cis-and trans-arranged C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds.
In accordance with Fig. 1 , the bond I 7 corresponds to the C b ±C g (C b ±H) bond. If we are interested only in terms arising as a result of substitution, differences between occupation numbers of respective basis orbitals of the substituted molecule and those of the parent hydrocarbon should be considered. It is evident that only terms corresponding to J 1 remain in these differences.
As a result, the in¯uence of the heteroatom Z upon the population lost (acquired) by the C b ±C g (C b ±H) bond equals to
where the superscript o here and below refers to the parent hydrocarbon. It is seen that the population alteration d (DX (2)7 ) depends only on absolute values of the throughspace interactions between BOs of the Z±C a and C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds, but it is independent of signs of these interactions. Inasmuch as absolute values of resonance parameters R 71 and of R 17 were established to coincide within a few percent for cis-and transarranged Z±C a and C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds [5,13±15] , the absolute values of the respective through-space interactions of BOs fall close together. As a result, a negligible difference between the population alterations d (DX (2)7 ) cis and d (DX (2)7 ) trans follows. To compare the second order dipole moments of cis-and trans-C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds arising under the in¯uence of heteroatom, the difference dp (2)7 should be studied.
Let the energy reference point (a ) coincide with the average value of one-electron energies of HAOs and 1s H AOs, whereas the energy unit (b ) will be equal to the mean value of resonance parameters for pairs of HAOs and 1s H AOs of the same bond. Furthermore, let us accept the equalities a 0 and b 1 for convenience. As a result, the energy differences within denominators of Eqs. (4) and (6) are positive and the same refers to resonance parameters within numerators provided that the respective overlap integrals are positive. Using Eq. (7) we then obtain dp 27 p 27 2 p
where the differences E (1)7 2 E (2)7 and
are taken equal to 2 [14] . From Eq. (9) it follows that resonance parameters between BOs of Z±C a and C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds determine the difference dp (2)7 . As it was mentioned already, these parameters are of different signs for cisand trans-arranged vicinal bonds [13±16] .
Let the BBOs and ABOs to be de®ned as follows [24] :
where a and b are numerical coef®cients coinciding with 1= 2 p for C±C(C±H) bonds. Then the increments kx 7 uĤux N11 l make the principal contributions to resonance parameters between BOs of vicinal bonds. As a result, the following inequalities: these refer to the resonance parameters of the parent hydrocarbon as well.
It is seen that all resonance parameters contained within Eq. (9) change their signs if we turn from the cis-arranged C b ±C g (C b ±H) bond to the transarranged one. Hence, the difference d p (2)7 proves to be independent of the spatial arrangement of the Z±C a and C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds, provided that coinciding absolute values of respective resonance parameters are assumed [5,13±15] .
Therefore, to reveal the differences between populations of the cis-and trans-arranged C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds, third order terms of Eq. (1) should be considered. Thus, let us revert to Eq. (1) again.
The increment DX (3)I describes the third order contribution to the population lost (acquired) by the Ith bond owing to the interbond charge transfer. As with the respective second order increment DX (2)I , this term is additive with respect to contributions of separate bonds and takes the form
where G (2)ij is de®ned by Eq. (6). It is seen that products of direct and of indirect interactions of BOs w (1)i and w (2)j , as well as of w (2)i and w (1) j , are present within Eq. (12) in contrast to Eq. (2). Another essential difference between DX (2)I and DX (3)I consists in the fact that the contribution of the Jth bond to the third order term DX (3)I depends not only on the spatial arrangement of the Ith and Jth bonds, but also on that of other bonds the orbitals of which play the role of mediators in the indirect interactions represented by the elements G (2)ij and G (2)ji . Hence, the third order interbond charge transfer is essentially non-local in nature.
The last term of Eq. (1), viz. p (3)I , yields a dipolelike contribution to populations of orbitals x i and x N1i . Thus, it may be interpreted as the third order induced dipole moment of the Ith bond. This dipole moment proves to be proportional to the indirect interaction between the BBO w (1)i and ABO w (2)i of the Ith bond by means of two mediators, viz.
where The third order terms DX (3)I and p (3)I for cis-and trans-arranged C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds with respect to the Z±C a bond will be studied separately in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
The third order interbond charge transfer between the Z±C a and C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds
Let us start with an electron-accepting substituent Z a described by a higher electronegativity as compared to those of hydrogen and carbon atoms. Relative positions of one-electron energies of BOs and their shapes [24] are displayed in Fig. 2b .
To compare the third order increments to the population of the bond I 7 lost (acquired) from other bonds, the difference It may be easily seen from Eqs. (4), (6) and (12) that two types of terms remain within the difference of Eq. (15), namely terms corresponding to J 1 (as it was the case with the second order charge transfer) and terms wherein the orbitals w (1)1 and w (2)1 of the 1st bond play the role of mediators of the indirect interactions G (2)ij and G (2)ji between orbitals of the Ith and Jth bond (J ± 1 in the latter case).
Let us start with terms corresponding to J 1 and describing the increment of the Z a ±C a (H±C a ) bond to the total correction dDX (2) , the expression of Eq. (6) should be used. It is seen that BOs (w (1)l and w (2)k ) that overlap signi®cantly both with the BBO w (1)i and with the ABO w (2)j , are the most ef®cient mediators for the indirect interaction represented by the element G (2) ii . On the other hand, orbitals of the Ith and Jth bonds do not play the role of mediators as diagonal elements S ii , R ii and Q ii take zero values [23] . Hence, BOs l w 14 and k w 24 of the C a ±C b bond may be expected to play the role of the principal mediators in the indirect interactions both between BOs w (1)7 and w (2)1 , and between w (1)1 and w (2)7 . With this in mind we then obtain 
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From Eqs. (4), (17) and (18) The ®rst order factors of Eq. (21) referring to the cis-and trans-arranged C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds are of positive and negative values, respectively, i.e. as Eqs. (4) and (11) Let us turn now to the case J ± 1: Small contributions to the total difference dDX a 37 of Eq. (15) will be obtained in this case owing to small elements G (2)7j of the matrix G (2) wherein just the BOs w (1)1 and w (2)1 play the role of mediators in the indirect interaction between BOs w (1)7 and w 2j (j ± 1,7). The fact that BOs of the ®rst bond are not ef®cient mediators for the above-mentioned interaction may be easily supported on the basis of Figs. 1 and 2 .
Hence, the inequalities shown in Eq. (25) may be expected to be valid also for total differences of Eq. It may be concluded, therefore, that the cis-C b ± C g (C b ±H) bond acquires an additional population owing to the third order interbond charge transfer in molecules containing an electron-accepting substituent, and the total population of this bond becomes relatively increased. Accordingly, the trans-C b ± C g (C b ±H) bond loses its population owing to the third order charge transfer. This result indicates the trans electron-accepting effect to take place owing to the interbond charge transfer in molecules containing an electronegative substituent.
Let us discuss now the case of an electron-donating substituent Z d . This type of substituent may be exempli®ed by groups of atoms containing lone electron pairs, e.g. the NH 2 -group in the well-studied methylamine molecule [5, 16] . Let us assume in this connection that our substituent is described by an initially occupied orbital w d 11 situated above the bonding BOs of the C±C(C±H) bonds (Fig. 2c) . Then the analogue of Eq. (21) for an electron-donating substituent takes the form
Taking Eqs. (4) and (11) into consideration we then obtain It is seen, therefore, that the population of the trans-C b ±C g (C b ±H) bond becomes additionally increased vs. that of the cis-arranged bond owing to the third order interbond charge transfer in molecules containing an electron-donating substituent. Consequently, the trans-electron-donating effect may be concluded to take place in these molecules.
On the whole, the results of the above study support the emergence of the trans-effect of heteroatom (substituent) within the third order terms of the power series for the bond order matrix P representing the interbond charge transfer. Moreover, the origin of this effect may be easily discovered on the basis of Eqs. (21) and (27) .
Indeed, the extent of the third order interbond charge transfer proves to be determined by the product of the direct and of the indirect interaction between orbitals of the Z±C a and C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds. The ®rst of these factors changes its sign when turning from the cis-to trans-arranged C b ±C g (C b ±H) bond, whereas the sign of the second factor is independent of the spatial arrangement of the Z±C a and C b ± C g (C b ±H) bonds. As a result, the signs of the third order charge transfer term are opposite for cis-and trans-arranged bonds, and the trans-effect of heteroatom follows.
The above-drawn conclusions may be easily related to those of Refs. [5,13±15] , where the trans-effect of heteroatom was assumed to manifest itself only as an interbond charge transfer. In these contributions, differences in the populations of cis-and trans-C b ± C g (C b ±H) bonds under the in¯uence of an electronaccepting substituent were shown to be determined by signs of products made up of resonance parameters between the bonding BO of the bond under study (w (1)7 ) and the antibonding BO of the Z a ±C a bond (w (2)1 ), between the former and the bonding BO of the C a ±C b bond (w (1)4 ) , and between the antibonding BO on the Z a ±C a bond (w (2)1 ) and the bonding BO of the C a ±C b bond (w (1)4 ) . Using the notations of Eq. (3), the above-described product coincides with S 74 R 41 R 71 . The same product also follows from Eq. (21) after taking into account the expressions for G (1)71 (Eq. (4)) and for G (2)71 (Eq. (18)) under an additional assumption that the absolute value of the ®rst term of the right-hand side of Eq. (18) exceeds that of the second term considerably. Two points serve to support the latter expectation, viz. the smaller energy difference of denominator within the ®rst term of Eq. (18) as compared to the second one and the inequalities [12] uS 74 u . uR 74 u; uR 41 u . uQ 41 u 32
For an electron-donating substituent, the analogous product obtained in Ref. [15] is R 17 R 14 Q 47 and it also coincides with that following from Eqs. (27) and (31). Moreover, the conclusion of Ref. [15] about the principal role of the three bonds (Z a ±C a , C a ±C b and C b ±C g (C b ±H)) in the formation of the trans-effect also is borne out by the results of our study.
The third order induced dipole moments for
In this section, let us consider the last term of Eq.
(1) describing the third order dipole moment of the Ith bond.
Let us start again with an electron-accepting substituent Z a and take I 7. As with the charge transfer term DX (3)I , let us consider the difference dp 37 p ; w 17 and w 27 : Consequently, the most signi®cant terms of the dipole p a 37 contributing to the difference dp 
Similar terms evidently arise also within the expression for the dipole p o 37 of the parent hydrocarbon. It is seen that orbitals of three bonds, namely of Z a ±C a , C a ±C b and C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds, participate in the formation of the third order dipole moment of the C b ±C g (C b ±H) bond under the accepted approximation. It is also seen that only one of the three resonance parameters contained within each term of Eq. (34), viz. either Q 17 or R 71 , changes its sign when passing from the cis-to trans-arranged Z a ±C a and C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds (see Eq. (11)). Hence, the third order induced dipole moment of the C b ±C g (C b ±H) bond depends on its spatial arrangement with respect to the Z a ±C a bond in contrast to second order dipole moment shown in Eq. (9) .
Let us introduce the following notations: (23) and (29) , 0: 39
Hence, the third order dipole moment contributes to an additional withdrawal of population from HAO x N17 of the trans-C b ±C g (C b ±H) bond and to an additional increase of population of the same AO in the cis-arranged C b ±C g (C b ±H) bond. As a result, the trans-effect of the heteroatom Z a upon the C g atoms proves to be additionally strengthened.
In the case of an electron-donating substituent (Z d ), the BOs w (1)1 , w (1)4 and w (2)4 should be considered as mediators of the indirect interaction between the BBO w (1)7 and the ABO w (2)7 . As a result, the principal contributions to the third order dipole p .
0: 44
It is seen that the HAO x N17 of the trans-arranged C b ±C g (C b ±H) bond acquires an additional population owing to the third order intrabond polarization, and this leads to an increase of the trans-electron-donating effect of the heteroatom Z d upon the C g (H) atoms.
Therefore, the third order interbond charge transfer and the respective induced dipole moment may be considered as additive components of the trans-effect of heteroatom.
Before ®nishing this section, let us also note that terms within the ®rst parentheses of the right-hand sides of Eqs. (37) and (42) are likely to be those determining the third order induced dipole moments (this expectation may be supported by Eqs. (36) and (41), respectively). These terms, however, do not coincide with the simple products of three resonance parameters determining the third order charge transfer (Section 3). Hence, no predominant increment containing a simple product of three resonance parameters may be revealed within the trans-effect of heteroatom if both additive components of the effect are taken into consideration.
Comparison to the inductive effect and conclusions
The results of the present contribution along with those of Refs.
[21±24] yield a uni®ed description of the inductive effect of a heteroatom and of its transeffect, viz. these effects are represented by terms of the same power series for occupation numbers. On this basis, the following common features of the effects have been revealed:
1. The additive components of both effects are similar in their nature. Indeed, the trans-effect of heteroatom consists of the interbond charge transfer and of the secondary polarization of the bond under study under the in¯uence of the Z±C a bond, as it was the case with the inductive effect [23, 24] . 2. The above-mentioned additive components and thereby the effects under discussion both may be expressed and interpreted in terms of direct (through-space) and indirect (through-bond) interactions of BOs.
On the other hand, the inductive effect of a heteroatom and the relevant trans-effect are related to terms of different order within the power series for occupation numbers, namely, to the second and to the third order terms, respectively. This fact forms the basis for their individual features:
1. The particular interorbital interactions determining the additive components of the trans-effect differ from those of the inductive effect [23, 24] . Thus, the increment of the interbond charge transfer to the trans-effect of heteroatom is proportional to product of the direct interaction between orbitals of the Z±C a and C b ±C g (C b ±H) bonds and of their indirect interaction predominantly by means of orbitals of the C a ±C b bond, whereas the relevant increment to the inductive effect depends on square of the direct interaction of the same orbitals [23, 24] . The second and the third order induced dipole moment of the C±C(C±H) bonds under the in¯uence of the Z±C a bond both are related to the difference in the indirect interaction between the two BOs of the bond under study before and after substitution but the numbers of mediators of these interactions do not coincide with one another (these equal to one and two, respectively). 2. The above-described dissimilarity, in turn, proves to be accompanied by different role of signs of overlap integrals (and thereby of resonance parameters) between BOs of the Z±C a bond and of the bond under study in the formation of the ®nal populations of orbitals of the latter, viz. these signs play no part in the case of the inductive effect but their role becomes a decisive one if we turn to the transeffect. This conclusion may be traced back to the fact that the second order (square) dependence of additive components of the inductive effect upon the above-mentioned resonance parameters becomes replaced by a ®rst order (linear) dependence when passing to the trans-effect.
On the whole, the uni®ed description of the inductive and of the trans-effect of heteroatom by means of the power series for occupation numbers allows the two effects to be considered as particular manifestations of the heteroatom in¯uence. Again, the abovementioned representation of these particular aspects by the second and third order terms of this series indicates certain hierarchy of the effects.
